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The Journey By Francesca Sanna
The Journey. A mother and her two children set out on such a journey: one filled with fear of the
unknown, but also great hope. Published by Flying Eye Books in spring 2016, the book has been
translated in 14 languages, and has been awarded with the gold medal of the Society of Illustrators
(US) and the Premi Llibreter (Spain).
The Journey – Francesca Sanna
The Journey [Francesca Sanna] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. . . . a
wonderful teaching tool for those who are welcoming refugees into their community. — The New
York Times With haunting echoes of the current refugee crisis this beautifully illustrated book
explores the unimaginable decisions made as a family leave their home and everything they know
to escape the ...
The Journey: Francesca Sanna: 9781909263994: Amazon.com: Books
I enjoy finding new illustrators even when the books are aimed for children. The visual style of
Francesca Sanna is so appealing, you can find some of her work here- The authors note reveals :
The Journey is actually the story of many journeys and it began with the story of two girls I met in a
refugee centre in Italy.
The Journey by Francesca Sanna - Goodreads
“Francesca Sanna creates images that evoke the cost of war to all who are threatened by it. […]
Emotional, often stark, yet also hopeful, they will allow readers to share the emotions felt by the
many refugee families looking for shelter and safety.” —Sal’s Fiction Addiction “[The Journey] is a
powerful look at the refugee experience”
The Journey by Francesca Sanna - penguinrandomhouse.com
A mother makes the unimaginable decision to escape war, detailed by one of her two children.After
the death of their father, they begin their gruelling journey to safety. They face menacing guards, a
towering wall and traffickers while travelling by car, truck, foot and boat.
The Journey by Francesca Sanna - Children's Library Lady
The Journey by Francesca Sanna Flying Eye Books (Primary/lower secondary) This beautifully
illustrated picture book introduces a powerful and moving perspective on migration for readers of
all ages. Told through the eyes of a young girl, the story explores the unimaginable decisions made
as a mother
The Journey by Francesca Sanna - Amnesty International UK
The Journey. After the family decides to leave for a faraway country, Sanna traces their long
journey, devoting attention to the children’s reluctance to leave behind familiar surroundings and
the sheer difficulty of their effort. “The further we go... the more we leave behind,” she writes as
the family switches from vehicle to vehicle,...
Children's Book Review: The Journey by Francesca Sanna ...
Francesca Sanna is an Italian illustrator and graphic designer who moved to Switzerland to follow
her dream to work as an illustrator. She graduated in 2015 from the Lucerne School of Art and
Design with a Master of Design with focus on Illustration. The Journey is her first picture book.
The Journey by Francesca Sanna, Hardcover | Barnes & Noble®
--The Horn Book, STARRED REVIEW "[Francesca Sanna's artwork] is both realistic and fantastical,
done in a striking, graphic style. "The Journey" will be a wonderful teaching tool for those who are
welcoming refugees into their community. For those who have escaped war, this book might
prompt them to share their own stories."
The Journey: Amazon.co.uk: Francesca Sanna: Books
KIRKUS REVIEW. They travel by car, by bicycle, hidden in the backs of trucks, and on foot until they
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reach a wall, where a border guard prevents them from crossing. Here, expressive, posterlike art
renders the guard a monstrously tall, red-bearded man who towers over the wall and sends the
family back into the forest.
THE JOURNEY by Francesca Sanna ... - Kirkus Reviews
Francesca Sanna is an illustrator and designer based in Zurich. Here you will find the updates about
her projects, her illustrations and her children's
Francesca Sanna - illustration
The Journey is a story of a family in transition, going from their war-torn country to a new land of
hope and promise.
The Journey - Readaloud Fun!
The Journey by Francesca Sanna (Flying Eye) In her stunning first picture book the author/illustrator
Francesca Sanna has drawn on the experiences she heard about from recent refugees from many
countries. The text in this book is easy to read in terms of vocabulary and sentence
The Journey by Francesca Sanna (Flying Eye) - clpe.org.uk
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